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Outreach Committee Meeting – 24.04.2021 

Attendance: LB (Outreach Chair), SWC (President), MP (VP), EJ, JL, EC, SB, 

LD, SG, EB, CL, CT, DB 

Apologies: SB 

Absent: ES, DB 

Location: Zoom 

 

Meeting to get ideas flowing 

 

LB Football women and men want to do a 24 hour event, which will happen at some 

point, men’s captain is just looking for when. It will support DASH. In terms of restrictions, 

volunteering is considered to be high priority, so relatively soon we can do 30 people 

volunteering indoor or outdoor as long as you social distance and wear masks. But for 

fundraisers that is following event guidelines. We all know the drill. In terms of things going 

on, the big distance never ended up happening, but that could be a fun in person post-exams. 

Similar to 12 days and with a better atmosphere. 

Green move-out, no new information, so get in the group chat if you need it, SA (Outreach 

Chair 19-20) is in contact with environment comm. 24 Hour musical, we are following 12 

south bailey’s lead on that one.  

School volunteering projects – I don’t know what we will be able to offer them. We wouldn’t 

run them over exam season, it’d only really be for 3 weeks, is it worth doing that to get a 

connection. 

MP  Not sure we’d be able to do it to a high standard given all the restraints, and people 

will be so busy as soon as restrictions lift. 

SWC We should be in contact though and we will be there for next year.  

LB Let me know if you have thoughts and I’ll put schools in contact with CL for next 

year. 

 

Brainstorm 

LB Who wants to go round for ideas. 

EB I don’t have anything incredibly innovative, but bar events for in person stuff like 

quizzes. People will be keen for events when they have finished with exams. 

SWC Events are probably fine after the 17th of May. The Uni have a rule that you can do 

bar events but you can’t make it the main event and sell tickets. Incoherent in my opinion. 

County council to blame.  
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LB We could potentially do that in the last week of exams? 

JL I think it could be good earlier on. If we were able to do it in-person it could be a fun 

chill evening. 

LB Ok. I won’t be in Durham that week so can someone else take the lead 

 JL EJ EB CL offer to help 

SG sporting events could be good post-exams pre-June 21st. With Hild Bede, a 

running/rowing thing? I think people would be very keen. 

LD Running club really works. GP (CRC President) is keen. We’d love to do an outdoor 

social that could tie in? 

JL We could do a 5 aside sports tournament? Only takes a day to do. There could be 

some sort of 6 aside league? 

LB I think it could go well. Depends on how it interacts with the 24 hour thing. Easy to 

get the numbers for 

EJ We could do a 24 hour run to the sun thing with CRC? There was an event in 2019. 

LD I think this would be keen. That was just very much driven by JK and RJ (CRC 

founders) we’d just need to find some mad runners. 

LB I could walk for 24 hours? 

LD we could do something like walk run or hop to make it inclusive? We could do it on 

the maiden castle track so would have to be post restrictions. Could work.  

LB Like that. 

CT Everyone’s missed birthdays because it’s been a year, we could do a celebrate them 

all at once? Not particularly specific 

LB I like the idea but its very much an event. It depends on post exam event rule. I’m not 

sure how much people could go to a seated event in that period. You’d be guaranteed to see a 

lot of cuth’s people which has been missing 

JL Agree with LB 

LB Keep it in mind but just park it for now.  

LB SB suggested karaoke. For whose who haven’t seen it it’s huge. I always sing really 

well. A thought is karaoke at the bar is not REALLY an event it just is happening at a usual 

night. But it’s really not very covid. SWC looks expressive 

SWC another rule is that you can’t do things that would raise your voices. A problem we 

had in freshers’ week. To me it doesn’t seem it’ll work. But the uni has their rules and we 

can’t really break them. I can have a word close to the time to see what college can do. 

Perhaps outside could work. The issue isn’t the noise its spitting.  

LD If there was noise being made but it wasn’t intentionally (just people being loud). 

Could we do karaoke then? 
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SWC We definitely couldn’t advertise it under current restrictions. Bars in town are 

showing football. Bit of a double standard. As long as its not loud we could be ok. Best to 

wait until after the 17th before making decisions. 

SG  Something like a BBQ behind cuth’s? I don’t think people even really want to be 

inside that badly, and it’s some quite low energy which people will want. 

LB Outreach is good at jumping on the back of stuff. Cuth’s bar WILL be busy, we just 

need to catch attention for people who are already there. Don’t need to worry about actually 

getting people there.  

JL For cuth’s day fashion show summer ball we could do a raffle and we could give half 

to outreach and the other gets a bar tab.  

LB A summer ball raffle could be very easy to do.  

CL If people are already at the bar we could do a round up thing? Could be impractical? 

LD Do we have any contactless card machines? Bar staff probably shouldn’t be made to 

ask for things, but we could have things at the bar to that it is more chill  

LB We’ve done collections in the bar before, it ultimately makes a huge difference when 

people are actively asked. Bar staff could probably do it. It’s just a sentence and it doesn’t 

have to be with every purchase 

CT We could do a charity drink? 

LB Like all freddos give 5p to charity? I like it. I think the exact details can be worked 

out with the bar and with people who know the bar. I’ll speak to JOC (Bar Steward). I think 

the general idea is strong, everyone just have a think about it.  

CL Where do we stand on self lead volunteering things, we could do a sort of mutual aid 

thing, distributing packages 

LB like a essentials packages? 

CL Yeah and left over foods that we could distribute. We could just have a stand 

LB Sounds do-able, but would require a lot of risk assessments etc. a drive/stall set up 

could require really thorough consulting with homelessness charities – in the past we have 

missed the mark with what people actually need with winter essentials stuff. So it would be a 

3 step process. Figure what we want/get technicalities sorted/pull it off 

SG DASH might be doing something which could be advertised 

CL A lot of the time people want people to talk to. And we could facilitate that.  

SG It’d be good to make an impact and freshers could meet people. I don’t know how 

easy it would be  

 LD leaves for a diss meeting 

CL I could look into this more and let you know what a local charity says 

LB In general please can everyone please take 10-20 mins that look at local charities.  
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EB Would it be worth to do the care home thing? We do a scrap books/pictures, lifting 

spirits etc. obvs wouldn’t want loads of people, but a bit of hope would be good. Socially 

distanced perhaps 

LB I think older people will be as bored of socially distanced events as everyone else. 

Reluctant to put time into things that aren’t going to lift people up 

CL I know in London things are restricted but when things lift we could do a big band 

thing or something 

CT could big band play outside? I don’t know if it would be a good idea. 

LB A nice idea 

CL A garden party. Could be nice 

LB I like the idea of getting big/small band in. I am happy to look into this one 

CT could we do something with a school. 

MP Moving instruments around can be a challenge. Not an insurmountable task but 

something that must be considered.  

CT Choir could be more portable.  

LB I like those ideas. Any other thoughts? 

CT We could do rounders for something? 

LB Parsons vs bailey rounders could be fun. It could be not charging much but fun. 

EB Also good for social distancy stuff.  

 CT to take the lead on rounders, LB to add her to the cuth’s rounders group 

LB Everyone read the minutes and message me what you want to be involved with. It’ll 

be a google doc. That’s where we’ll go from here. I’m excited! Big third term! It’s going to 

be sick! I’m sure you’ll all smash it! Thanks for coming and having a good meeting! 

 


